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KPMG Thought Leadership Update
KPMG Thought Leadership has built a knowledge base that demonstrates our understanding of many complex business challenges and key issues faced by companies around the world.

Highlight

2022 Thailand Tax Calendar
PDF and online version are available now!!
This Tax Calendar is designed to assist you
and your staff to keep track of and meet
the filing requirements of tax returns and
payments.
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Differentiated due diligence
under COVID-19
KPMG has developed some
robust considerations in further
understanding and evaluating
various implications when doing
deals during COVID-19 period.

KPMG IFRS 17 Express —
powered by SAS®
Fast track your IFRS 17
implementation

An Introduction to Value
Creation
Our value creation approach
deploys a powerful combination
of hypothesis-led thinking with
advanced data analytics.

The Trusted Imperative
How to build and sustain the
trust of your stakeholders.
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Third-Party Risk Management
Outlook 2022
As the economic recovery picks
up speed, third-party risk
management (TPRM) is more
important than ever before.

22nd Annual Global
Automotive Executive Survey
2021
The KPMG 2021 Global
Automotive Executive Survey
provides readers with a distinct
perspective of the future of the
sector.
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Our Newsletters
Tax News Flash

Tax Reimagined 2021:
Perspectives from the C-suite
Tax functions need to evolve —
and C-suite leaders know it.

Future of Personal Insurance
Helping personal insurers build
winning business models for the
future.

Cyber security considerations 2022
KPMG’s annual Cyber security
considerations report identifies eight
considerations that leaders should
prioritize to help mitigate and
minimize the impact of cyber-attacks
while protecting customers, data and
sustainability in a digital world.

KPMG in Thailand Tax's newsletter which
covers the latest issues in taxation and
government announcements relating to tax
matters.
Legal News Flash
The latest update from KPMG in Thailand’s
Law Services Team that offers a wide range
of practical legal solutions.

M&A Trends in Thailand
The quarterly M&A update from Deal
Advisory Services, KPMG in Thailand.

The future of cities
The future of cities is outcome
led – leveraging informed
digital technology to create an
experience-centric and
decentralized city model.

Global Economic Outlook
The economic costs of climate
change.

Collective action today, impact at
scale tomorrow
KPMG working with The Consumer
Goods Forum on their 2021 review
towards a sustainable future in the
consumer and retail industry.

Find more insights

Restructuring Trends & Insights in Thailand
The quarterly trends and restructuring
insights from Deal Advisory Services,
KPMG in Thailand.

Working Capital Advisory Insights

Please scan QR code or visit https://home.kpmg/th/en/home/insights.html
to view more insights from KPMG business leaders.

The working capital management insights
from Deal Advisory Services, KPMG in
Thailand.
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KPMG in Thailand
48th - 50th Floors, Empire Tower
1 South Sathorn Road
Bangkok 10120
Thailand
T: +66 2677 2000
E: info@kpmg.co.th

kpmg.com/socialmedia
STAY CONNECTED
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